This socio-economic study is based on the widely held view that there is an inadequate supply of human biological samples that is hampering biomedical research development and innovation (RDI). The potential value of samples and the associated data are thus not being realized. We aimed to examine whether the financing of biobanks contributes to this problem and then to propose a national solution. We combined three methods: a qualitative case study; literature analysis; and informal consultations with experts. The case study enabled an examination of the complex institutional arrangements for biobanks, with a particular focus on cost models. For the purposes of comparison, a typology for biobanks was developed using the three methods. We found that it is not possible to apply a standard cost model across the diversity of biobanks, and there is a deficit in coordination and sustainability and an excess of complexity. We propose that coordination across this diversity requires dedicated resources for a national biobanking distributed research infrastructure. A coordination center would establish and improve standards and support a national portal for access. This should be financed centrally by public funds, possibly supplemented by industrial funding. We propose that: a) sample acquisition continues to be costed into projects and project proposals to ensure biobanking is driven by research needs; b) core biobanking activities and facilities be supported by central public funds distributed directly to host public institutions; and c) marginal costs for access be paid for by the user.

Introduction

The provision of annotated human biological samples is critical for the discovery, validation, and use of biomarkers, for understanding disease processes, and for the development and the adoption of stratified medicine (sometimes termed “precision medicine” or “personalized medicine”). A collection of such annotated samples is commonly termed a biobank. Use of biomarkers enables individuals in a population to be stratified into subgroups defined by life-time or imminent risk of disease, by diagnosis of disease subtype, by efficacy of treatment, and by outcome. These uses then enable disease prevention in populations and/or improved treatments for individuals.

Biomarkers that have been developed as companion diagnostics (tests to identify patients’ likely responses to drugs) can improve productivity in clinical trials, reduce attrition rates, speed product development, improve market share, and/or support higher drug prices. However, discovery of biomarkers is widely considered to require a coordinated “big science” approach. This entails researchers in pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and diagnostic companies, hospitals, and public research bodies having access to large numbers (hundreds to tens of thousands) of well annotated, high quality samples managed by biobanks. A well-annotated sample is one where the associated data is accurate and standardized and encompasses full information about the sample, the subject, and the environment. A high quality sample is one that has been processed consistently in the same way as other samples to which it may be compared, where it is annotated with information about the processes used and any process improvements that have been made and where a quantitative or semi-quantitative measure indicates that it is fit for proposed analytic purposes.

Such an approach is consistent with national policy, since government has recognized that maintaining access to cutting edge experimental facilities and services is essential to competitiveness. Biobanking performs an important function in academic and industrial biomedical research development innovation (RDI). It has been identified as an activity of national strategic importance in the United Kingdom. However, the way biobanking is currently financed and organized no longer meets the needs of the research community, and the
high potential value of annotated samples is not being realized: market and system failures are resulting in under-exploited opportunities, as has been noted. Poste has cited market and system failures are resulting in under-exploited opportunities.

The aim of the work reported here, from the Strategic Tissue Repository Alliances Through Unified Methods (STRATUM) project, is to recommend a viable cost-model for a national biobanking solution based on analysis of the organization, governance, and processes for a spectrum of biobank types. We seek to define the “as is” situation using a qualitative case-study approach and then, based on this definition, propose the most cost effective way of organizing in the future. The proposals are restricted to financial arrangements: structure, coordination, and governance arrangements are out of scope.

Methods

A method was required:

1. To capture the heterogeneity of biobanking activities and increase understanding of the organization of biobanking in the UK.
2. To enable the identification of the main cost drivers (i.e., factors that can cause a change in the cost of an activity).
3. To compare institutional arrangements in a variety of biobanks and in a network, so as to provide insights into the costs and benefits associated with different organizational forms, financial and access arrangements.
4. To provide, in combination with existing research, an evidence base for recommending national solutions to overcome the problems currently associated with biobanking in the UK.

To meet these requirements, a combination of three methods was used: a qualitative case-study methodology plus an examination of the literature on the economics of biobanking and the funding of research infrastructure (RIS), plus informal consultations with experts in the field. This three-fold approach facilitates an exploration of processes and effects, as well as the identification of contextual and interdependent factors. It can also reveal how biobanks change over time with respect to organization, activities, benefits, and associated costs. By contrast, quantitative data alone cannot give an accurate picture of the organization, activities, benefits, and costs associated with biobanking.

The empirical cases draw on both primary (semi-structured interviews supplemented by telephone and e-mail discussions) and secondary (minutes; press releases; meeting minutes and other records; evaluations) data. In each case, interviews were held with senior managers, principal investigators, and in some cases, finance officers and funders. Background information was collected prior to and following interview. Interviewees were identified by STRATUM stakeholders and a one-page summary was shared with the main contact prior to interview, with a request to identify additional interviewees.

To capture the heterogeneity of biobanking activities, it is necessary to use a consistent typology. However, generating a suitable, and accepted, typology of biobanks is problematic as the categories involved are ultimately artificial constructs and subject to reinterpretation by different members of the biobanking community. Yet, capturing some of the diversity in organizational forms facilitates an analysis of their main characteristics and how these are interrelated. This knowledge is critical for informing decisions on financing, governance and access arrangements for a national biobanking solution. The development of a biobank typology was undertaken with a view to specification of a national biobanking solution. It was undertaken iteratively (by considering the first case, so as to help identify an appropriate second case, etc.), through literature analysis, and through consultations with experts (listed under Acknowledgments).

Results and Discussion

This section has three subsections: on research infrastructure, the development of a biobank typology and on the cases studied. Results in each subsection are dependent on the combination of the three methods described in Methods.

Research infrastructure

A biobank can be understood as a type of RIS. Typically, we refer to “infrastructure” as technical structures, physical components, or inter-related systems underpinning a wide range of economic and social activities (e.g., roads, electrical grids, the Internet). Infrastructures confer benefits to a wide range of organizations and act as a shared or public resource. An RIS comprises the facilities, resources, and related services used by the scientific community to support knowledge creation and distribution. Notable features include their excellence (construction and maintenance are subject to peer review) and the requirement that they serve both internal and external users.

RIS is well established in the physical sciences. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) introduced the concept of RIS for the biological sciences in 2001 and EU Member States recognized the need for biological RIS in 2006. Today, the EU’s RIS comprises 89 structures coordinated across multiple sites. It is currently updating its RIS construction and maintenance roadmap. In 2014, OECD examined legal, governance, funding, and access policy options for international distributed research infrastructure (IDRIS).

Because subjects are distributed across geographical areas, biobanks are distributed across multiple geographical sites. Consequently, biobanking RIS is most usefully considered as a distributed RIS (DRIS) that requires coordination and is thus distinct from a large single-site facility RIS. Here we follow the practice of the EU Member States’ forum on RIS and use the term DRIS to refer to national biobanking DRIS (i.e., a national network of biobank nodes that can include disease-specific or tissue-specific networks). An international DRIS for biobanking is under construction in the EU.

Typology of biobanks

The purpose and scale of creating collections of human biological samples has evolved over time from small private “curiosity cabinets” to publicly-owned epidemiological study collections with millions of samples annotated ever more fully. International biobanking activities have expanded rapidly over the last two decades. In 2013, over 200 biobanks (58 in hospitals; 98 academic; 59 industrial) were
licensed under the UK Human Tissue Act for research.\textsuperscript{17} These represent only a subset of collections and facilities, since there is no definitive list of collections in the UK and a licensed institution may have more than one biobank holding more than one collection. Furthermore, some sample types (e.g., DNA) do not require a license. It has been often observed that biobanks are heterogeneous\textsuperscript{1,18–22} and furthermore, terms are not used consistently in the literature, in part due to the distinct expertise of different authors.

While a typology cannot incorporate all real or possible variations between biobanks, most attempts suffer from the limitation that definitions do not always have discrete boundaries (e.g., how to define a “large” biobank). Many biobanks actually fall within more than one category for any specific typological classification (e.g., funding from multiple sources). Moreover, we found that all of the biobanks investigated continue to evolve over time, shifting across boundaries.

Building on published observations and incorporating the expertise from within the STRATUM project, we devised a classification system for biobanks. We have considered the large number of categories in the literature, reduced them, and broadened them to facilitate our focus on financial arrangements. These categories (though somewhat ambiguous and open to re-negotiation) indicate the functional variety in biobanking operations. We specified five classification categories:

- Purpose, location, and ownership
- Size, scale, and scope
- Nature of contents
- Financing arrangements
- Access arrangements

### Purpose, location, and ownership

Biobanks can be classified according to the stated purpose for their existence (and their perceived ongoing role, which, like the stated purpose, may also evolve).

**Academic research.** This classification is often focused on aspects of a specific disease, condition or population, at a molecular or cellular level. This category can include biobanks informed by hypothesis-driven studies designed to answer a specific research question, and biobanks for longitudinal and population-based studies (i.e., cross-sectional and prospective studies). Publicly funded biobanks may also collect surplus surgical samples, sometimes with donor blood samples. Such publicly (government or charitably) funded biobanks provide samples for academic and industrial research.

**Industrial research.** Samples are used throughout the drug discovery and development life cycle, including during target identification, target validation, and as an essential part of safety and efficacy evaluation. Samples are also required in the development, testing, and quality control of general and companion diagnostics to facilitate stratified or precision medicine. Samples are now often collected as part of clinical trials for biomarker and other studies.

**Therapeutic purposes.** Hospital pathology departments routinely archive samples obtained for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. On-site or off-site archiving can be for a duration of 30 years or more. These samples may be suitable for research.

**Teaching purposes.** For example, anatomical collections for medical education and training.

**Commercial exploitation.** A few biobanks have been constructed primarily for this purpose. Many commercial firms source samples either through clinical collaborations or by paying the appropriate fees to public biobanks in order to acquire specimens. Commercial biobanks may also be created with a view to bridging a gap in public funding, and therefore supporting the maintenance of sample collections.

The function of a biobank informs its ownership and location. A diverse range of institutions, organizations, and groups own or manage biobanks, including government departments (e.g., Health, Defense, Justice), non-governmental organizations (including universities), charitable bodies, hospitals, and a variety of commercial organizations such as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and sample sourcing firms. Gibbons\textsuperscript{20} notes that the location and ownership of sample collections and data are not static characteristics: either may be changed for strategic and tactical reasons through collaborations and networking agreements. Relocation affects accessibility, if not de jure ownership.\textsuperscript{23}

Biobanks with different functional aims will have different institutional, governance, and funding structures. They are also likely to vary in their access arrangements. For the purposes of this study, we include biobanks that have been constructed for academic research, pharmaceutical/biotech R&D, and commercial exploitation, and therefore include biobanks in pharmaceutical firms, universities, hospitals, and for-profit or cost-recovery organizations.

### Size, scale, and scope

The size, scale, and scope of biobanking collections reflect the diversity of biobanking activities in the UK. Gibbons\textsuperscript{20} defines size, scale, and scope as the total number of samples; the quantity and extent of data; organizational structure (how many personnel, stakeholders, collaborators, sites, IT systems, networked datasets, and/or jurisdictions are involved); geographical spread; and participant population size. The size of the biobank may be a function of the purpose of the biobank and the host organization. Thus, a population biobank will involve samples from thousands of people, a biobank supporting research on a rare disease is likely to be smaller, and biobanks that serve more than one collector (and thus have at least one feature of a network) tend to be larger.

For our analysis, networking is an important feature. Some partially networked biobanks have been established in the UK; these are usually based around disease or tissue types. All involve some type of common standards and aim to increase visibility and therefore access to samples. The oldest is the UK DNA Banking Network (UDBN), which evolved with common standards for consent, access, sample accrual, and processing plus minimum sets of phenotypic data.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, the UK Stem Cell Bank implements common standards for stem cell lines.\textsuperscript{25} The Motor Neurone Disease (MND) Association is accruing MND samples and data from patients seen at some 20 UK clinical centers, storing them centrally and enabling distribution by making the resources visible through the European Bioinformatics Institute’s (EBI) European Genome-phenome Archive.

The U-Biopred project in severe asthma (funded via the Innovative Medicines Initiative as a joint undertaking between the EU and industry) is based in approximately 20 clinical centers across the EU, and is managing a wide range of sample types from a single biobank using standard operating procedures and managing data using a single knowledge management system. The aim is to provide sample visibility...
and access for U-Biopred project members across academia and industry, as well as third parties in due course. The UK Brain Bank Network is implementing common standards across its biobank partners and implementing a web-based searchable catalogue of samples.

The Confederation of Cancer Biobanks (CCB) also aims to increase the visibility of samples by providing information on the National Cancer Research Institute Biosample Directory, about samples held at member biobanks and as part of other collections. CCB also leads a harmonization project to improve quality and facilitate sample interoperability. The Breast Cancer Campaign Tissue Bank covers four sites that operate under shared guidelines and have a combined searchable catalogue. A project that started in 2015 led by University College London aims to construct a national searchable directory of samples.\(^{26}\) This project will require elements of network construction and is supported by 26 mainly public funders.

In industry, biobanks are often established to support discovery strategies within the company for new molecular entities. Hence they are top-down in origin. By contrast, in the academic setting and public sector, biobanks frequently exhibit bottom-up conception and evolution, with research project funding for construction, as distinct from strategic funding for RIS. Although collections are increasingly associated with several research groups or with larger collection programs for multiple users, this has not removed the biobanking bottleneck in the delivery of stratified medicine;\(^{6}\) a biobanking system has not been created at the national level in the UK.

Outside the UK there are efforts to pursue this goal, with projects for national systems underway in, for example, France and Germany. Across many EU Member States and Associated States, work has commenced\(^{27}\) for an IDRIS—a pan-European network for coordination of biobanking, although the realization of cross-jurisdictional networks relies on some level of coordination within each jurisdiction.\(^{28}\)

For the purposes of the current study, the cases represented include small collections, relatively large biobanks, and one evolving network. “Large” biobanks may provide economies of scale, as fixed costs decrease relative to the number of samples processed. Large biobanks may also have more formalized operational procedures and processes, including clear access and costing structures. Smaller collections can offer value and face different financial issues. There are lessons to be learned from each of these categories.

Similarly, the experiences of an emerging national network offer insights into the organization and financing of a national DRIS. The age of a biobank is also relevant. Older biobanks are likely to have experienced different funding challenges and their experiences could provide valuable lessons. However governance practices may be less robust, sample quality more variable, and annotated data may not have been maintained or updated. These characteristics have implications for the development of a national biobanking solution.

### Nature of contents

Biobanks manage a wide variety of samples: different tissues, organs, body parts, body fluids, cell lines, and body waste products, as well as processed subfractions (derivatives) such as DNA, RNA, and proteins.

The type of samples (and rationale for collection) has an impact on acquisition, storage/processing, and distribution. Each of these factors is associated with varying costs. Samples (from healthy or diseased tissue) and donor type can influence the acquisition process, for example, whether recruitment occurs through routine diagnosis and treatment or through specific interventional studies. Acquisition is also related to study design or biobank design (prospective and/or retrospective; disease based; clinical trials etc.). Solids and liquids are stored in different formats and may require different storage conditions. Processing can also vary significantly. Conversely, the distribution of samples usually has minimal associated costs (relative to overall sample life cycle), although some samples, particularly fresh tissue, may require rapid transportation under specific conditions and therefore considerable costs may be incurred.

Annotations of samples have diverse sources. They can be drawn from a pre-existing database (e.g., electronic health/social care record; research databases containing individual research test results or environmental data) or introduced into a new database (e.g., an electronic lifestyle questionnaire or an electronic sample history database). Integrating diverse data sets is important for a national biobanking solution. Maintaining the annotations is essential to maintaining the scientific usefulness of the samples.

Until relatively recently, all annotations were captured manually, and this could be associated with relatively high levels of human error and with significant cost implications. Samples can now be annotated from (or by linkage to) electronic databases, thus enabling longitudinal studies in real time. To optimize the research value of samples annotated in a network or a multicenter setting, it is critical to implement common ontologies for each type of data, including a sample history ontology. This is common within studies, but not across studies. Any system should also consider the potential for future European or international standardization.

The case studies include biobanks with samples types collected in respiratory research. Some of these samples types are used in other areas of biomedical research: they may be termed “generic.” However, we also included biobanks engaged in managing other materials in order that a case study might cast light on the provision of a national biobanking solution.

### Financing arrangements

The financing arrangements and business models of biobanks vary. Typical UK funders include government departments, research councils, the National Health Service (NHS), academia, industry, and non-profit organizations including charities.\(^{29}\) The majority of public (as distinct from commercial) biobanks rely on external “mixed” funding (i.e., from a variety of sources). For publicly funded biobanks, this may include central government funding, charitable funding and discrete funds from companies (e.g., through access and service fees or ring-fenced (restricted use) funding for, say, research nurses). Biobanks located in industrial settings (including pharmaceutical companies) may be entirely financed through internal capital. In the case of “for-profit” biobanking firms, collections may initially be financed by venture capital, business angels, or other sources of private capital. The majority of biobanking activities are maintained by ongoing public funding or, if in industry, through private finance or by acquisition of samples in return for a fee.
However, there is discussion (involving the scientific community, funders, and policy makers) on the potential for biobanking to become self-sufficient (i.e., moving to a cost-recovery model). Although biobanks should not make financial gains from selling samples, gains are permitted from data about samples or through the provision of services. See Table 1 for a range of views.

The Human Genome Organization Ethics Committee has adopted the principle that researchers, institutions, and commercial entities “have a right to a fair return for intellectual and financial contributions to databases.” It also adopted the principle that “fees should not restrict the free flow of scientific information and equitable access.” The public, including donors, could react against biobanking if a perception emerged that samples were being exploited for financial gain. In this context, many biobanks specify some form of access fee (alongside grant income) to maintain or support their operating activities, particularly if initial funding has been reduced or withdrawn.

We compiled a list of biobank revenue models from sources including reports from IBM on two World Wide Biobank Summits (cited in Ref. 19) and from The Ecological Society of America. Models identified were:

- Centralized public funding for RIS
- Project funding from multiple sources
- Charging membership or user fees
- Charging a tiered system of access fees differing between academia and industry
- Include RIS costs in all grants
- Creating endowments
- Collecting royalties on intellectual property
- Build fees into a product or service
- Associating RIS with existing institutions (fixed costs)
- Mixed models

These revenue models have implications for knowledge creation and innovation:

- The structure of membership and user fees could impact access.
- The inclusion of RIS costs in all grants requires coordination across projects and funding bodies.
- Collecting royalties on any resulting intellectual property
- Financial gains from selling samples, gains are permitted from data about samples or through the provision of services.
- Associated RIS with an institution’s fixed costs or with one main funder can result in inequity through free riding.

The case studies include biobanks that are funded by charities, central government, pharmaceutical companies, and venture capital or private investment. Mixed models are seen in a few cases.

**Access arrangements**

Access to samples, data, and services varies between biobanks. The level of access to a biobank has obvious implications for the scientific, social, and economic impact of that biobank, as well as the potential to raise revenue from users. Three archetypal access models have been identified:

- “Closed” or exclusive access. In this case, third parties could be excluded from using the data and samples collected.
- “Controlled” access by approved third parties, on application, and subject to conditions. This is the most common access arrangement for publicly funded and commercial biobanks. Biobanks internal to private companies work similarly. Access to the biobank is granted according to pre-defined criteria (e.g., type of user, type of research, type of sector, fields of use). This model can include the provision of services, so a biobank (or independent service provider) does not release samples to users but conducts the experiments and provides the resulting data. The latter, where applicable, has the benefit of conserving samples, may improve data quality, and may ensure annotations are continually enriched, but may restrict analysis to specific technology platforms.
- “Open” or “public” access, possibly at a fee, that safeguards patient identifiers.

**Table 1. Financial Gains from Selling Samples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Gains from Selling Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selling samples for financial gains means making a profit (beyond operating costs including salaries) from trade in samples. This is a complicated area and not clearly prohibited, unlike, for example, the sale of organs for transplant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambon-Thomsen et al. note:34 “The status of biological samples is initially an unresolved question; they can be considered to be either completely out of the commercial sphere as body parts, or not if they are covered by property rights...The issue of direct involvement of private companies in biobank projects may also create ambiguities regarding financial benefits derived from the use of free donation...biobanks intermingle notions of property shared by all of humanity with population and individual considerations. The participation of companies is more developed in terms of conditions of access to patients’ samples and data. In case of benefits being generated, it is very unclear with whom and by which mechanisms they should be shared; various models have been proposed but even guiding principles remain unclear. This concept of benefit sharing must be balanced with the notion of ‘public good’ and population health that constitute biobanks”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the UK, the MRC states: “The human body and its parts shall not, as such, give rise to financial gain. Researchers may not sell for a profit samples of human biological material that they have collected as part of MRC funded research, and research participants should never be offered any financial inducement to donate samples. Payment of reasonable expenses or costs is however acceptable”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the US, the University of California (SF) states similarly: “Although UCSF banks and investigators are not allowed to sell specimens for profit, investigators involved in specimen banking are permitted to recover the costs within the UCSF re-charge system for expenses associated with collection, processing, storage, and distribution.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although a complex ethical and legal area, there is consensus that the public are more likely to donate if they know their research is publicly-funded and that it contributes to research with societal and medical benefits.
Greater user access directly increases the discovery and innovation potential of the infrastructure. Arguably, open access generates the highest number and widest variety of positive impacts (assuming sub-optimal use is minimized through some type of quality control). The more accessible the RIS, especially if operating with an obligation for users to update associated annotated data (where applicable and not commercially sensitive), the greater are the benefits. Indeed an open model where users are actively contributing—as in von Hippel and von Krogh’s “Private-Collective” model—has the potential to support a dynamic resource that increases in value over time. This increase in value has been termed an “enrichment effect” that may be anticipated for a biobank network structure whose efficiency leads to a new generation of benefits. It has also been noted that “copyleft” type solutions (where research results are granted back to a common pool) may both enrich annotations and reduce the risks of free riding and fragmentation of the resource.

However, a sample is ultimately a finite resource. Most biobanks are concerned with maximizing the research value of the samples that they manage. They agree that donated samples should be put to the “best possible use” meaning that access to finite samples should be granted according to the quality of a research proposal and the value of the expected outcomes. This model is widely accepted by the biobank and research community, as demonstrated by the creation of “access committees” to evaluate sample requests. There is clearly a balance between open access (more suited for data and knowledge) and controlled access (more suited for finite resources). Conversely, selling of access could conflict with the “best possible use” principle. Questions on how to grant access, to whom, and whether and how to charge for this are clearly important.

The case studies include biobanks that have exclusive access (e.g., a pharmaceutical biobank), and controlled access (some with features of open access) policies. Access and financial arrangements are often related. Thus, the type of financing may affect the appropriation rules imposed on the network: public subsidies may imply open access.

Case studies

Eight cases were examined: seven biobanks and one network. A short description of each of these is provided in Supplementary Information (supplementary material is available online at www.liebertpub.com/bio). A full description is available on request. These descriptions were subject to the approval of respondents. The names given to these cases are: Abcodia; AZ biobank; Center for Integrated Genomic Medical Research (CIGMR) Biobank at the University of Manchester; Fresh tissue supply; Nottingham Health Sciences Biobank (NHSB); Small research collection; UK Biobank; UK Brain Bank Network (UKBBN). The cases were identified and interviewed between 2012 and 2013. Further details, including interview questions, are available in the supplementary material (supplementary material is available in the online article at www.liebertpub.com/bio).

Their typologies are tabulated in Table 2. These illustrate the diversity of biobanking activities in the UK. Most of the biobanks were affiliated with an existing institution and were located in public organizations, including universities and hospitals. This is consistent with a US National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) survey finding that “most biobanks are affiliated in one or multiple ways with other entities: 88% are part of at least one or more larger organizations (67% of these are academic, 23% hospitals, 13% research institutes).” The survey also found that just 5% of US biobanks were for-profit organizations and 7% were incorporated.

Although no similar survey has been conducted in the UK, our interviews indicate that the US ratios are comparable to those in the UK. Our case studies can be considered proportionally representative, capturing the majority of biobank types. An omission from our cases is the “virtual biobank”—an intermediary agent. Such agents do not manage samples, but, rather, they source them through a network for their clients. Human Focused Testing and Tissue Solutions are two such intermediary agents.

One of the cases examined was an existing biobank network. UK Brain Bank Network provides coordination of access to samples from a specific organ. Networks like this tend to focus on disease areas or tissue types. The emergence of such networks indicates how sample collectors, users, and managers may be self-organizing, aiming to address access and funding issues “from the ground-up.”

We conclude that a national biobanking solution would need to integrate a heterogeneous population of organizations and emerging networks. There are challenges associated with this, including high management and coordination costs, and overcoming barriers to interaction as well as communication. There are also valuable benefits to be realized. These include:

- Increased visibility of and access to samples.
- Raised quality and comparability through the promotion of best practices.
- Financial savings through pooling of resources.
- The potential to review and plan collections strategically.
- Optimized opportunities for knowledge creation (since knowledge creation and more radical innovation tend to occur at the intersection of disciplines and organizations).

The solution of a national biobanking DRIS would exhibit increasing network externalities (i.e., returns or benefits) as more biobanks join, more researchers contribute and more researchers use the DRIS. The construction of a national biobanking DRIS therefore requires that particular attention be given to the different operating modes and strategies of a diverse population of biobanks.

Costs

Respondents were asked to complete a questionnaire about initial set-up costs (refurbishment, freezers, other storage systems, automation, robotics, test equipment, IT, and LIMS) and annual operating expenses (salaries, rental, facility maintenance, service charges, IT systems, equipment maintenance/servicing, and consumables). Note that this questionnaire may be deployed elsewhere, perhaps in conjunction with the tool developed by an international panel.

The response rate and level of detail was variable between institutions and detailed, comparable data were not obtained. The reasons for this are:

- Cases had hidden costs and cross-subsidizing (e.g., services, resources or facilities were not solely attributable to the biobank but were shared or provided by a larger, overarching organization).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biobank or network</th>
<th>Location and ownership</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Years*</th>
<th>Financing arrangements</th>
<th>Access arrangements</th>
<th>Access fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abcodia</td>
<td>University spin out (venture capital, private, university)</td>
<td>Support the discovery and validation of biomarkers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mixed public funds, including charities, venture capital, private</td>
<td>Controlled access: by access committee</td>
<td>Flexible contractual and financial arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AstraZeneca</td>
<td>Corporate (pharmaceutical)</td>
<td>Support R&amp;D development of personalised and other medicines and companion diagnostics (exploratory research; QC; storing clinical trial samples)</td>
<td>50+</td>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>Controlled access: internal project review or access committee</td>
<td>No charge at point of access: Free to internal users; external access via collaborations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIGMR Biobank</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Supports genomic research</td>
<td>12+</td>
<td>Research council, project grants</td>
<td>Controlled access: by technical committee incl. original collector</td>
<td>Tiered Access Fee: Lower price for academics Higher price for industry users Fee to cover distribution not accrual or infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh tissues</td>
<td>Hospital (project-based)</td>
<td>Sourcing of fresh tissue for academic and commercial research on-demand</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Biobank by NIHR via Trust Fresh tissue by projects and contracts</td>
<td>Controlled access: collaborative or contractual</td>
<td>Tiered Access Fee: Lower price for local academics Higher prices for industry users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHSB</td>
<td>NHS Trust university hospital</td>
<td>Supports translational and clinical research</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NHS Trust</td>
<td>Controlled access: by access committee</td>
<td>Tiered Access Fee: Lower price for local academics Higher price for industry users Fee to cover biobank and trust overheads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small collection</td>
<td>University research group and hospital</td>
<td>Unspecified future disease orientated research</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Project grants</td>
<td>Controlled access: ad hoc</td>
<td>No charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Biobank</td>
<td>Independent charity</td>
<td>Unspecified prospective studies</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>Mixed public funds, including charities</td>
<td>Controlled access: by access committee</td>
<td>Flat registration fee Flat data access fee Variable samples Access Fee: Fee to cover direct costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Brain Bank</td>
<td>University Hospital</td>
<td>Co-orderate national brain banks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Research council</td>
<td>Controlled access: by access committee</td>
<td>Fee to cover distribution not accrual or infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Years since collection of samples began (or years since inception for Abcodia and UKBBN).
Cases had opaque financial systems, including complex models and accounting systems used by the NHS and Universities.

Cases were unable to provide financial data (e.g., detailed figures were not prepared previously because in many cases there is no institutional or regulatory obligation to break down the figures relating to biobanking).

Cases were unwilling to provide financial data because of commercial or confidentiality considerations.

Where detailed figures were available, it emerged that these were not comparable for the following reasons:

- Differences between cases in samples types (e.g., figures provided by Nottingham Health Sciences Biobank indicated a six-fold variation in the cost of processing and biobanking samples of serum vs frozen fresh tissue).
- Different cases managed different stages of the samples life cycle (i.e., only a subset of all the processes that a biobank might undertake).
- Different cases used different cost calculation methods based on divergent definitions of full costs, direct costs, indirect costs and depreciation.

There are a number of other problems in obtaining fully comparable data. One arises from the various definitions of a “sample.” In the case of serum, for example, a sample may refer either to a single “aliquot” of serum or to multiple aliquots obtained from a single tube of blood. A second problem arises from collection protocols. For example, unit costs may be less when blood drawn at one time point is sufficient for multiple tubes rather than just one tube. The type of material also determines the relative costs associated with subdividing: serum, for example, is normally aliquoted just once, while a DNA solution may be aliquoted on numerous separate occasions. In our analysis, the sample cost has generally been ascribed to one portion of material collected at one time point for one patient.

In the light of such considerations, this report does not specify the cost per sample at individual biobanks and is unable to suggest a universal cost model for individual or networked biobanks. However, the cases do enable us to identify some of the main variables that affect costs. Table 3 captures the main cost drivers for sample collection and processing. Note that we provide representative examples only and that, in some situations, the designation of “less expensive” or “more costly” may be reversed (e.g., robotic processing may prove more expensive than manual processing when there is a low throughput of a sample type).

Some biobanks had well defined costs. UK Biobank, for example, was established with a clear remit and with a defined budget that covered all aspects of biobank construction, sample collection, storage, and processing. Its target demographic was drawn from the normal population, and identification was then facilitated through access to NHS records. All the planned 500,000 volunteers were recruited on time because the target population was a sufficiently large (9 million people were invited to volunteer43) and because there was public altruism, effective publicity, and a perception of the “common good”.

Although it might be expected that a project to collect samples from the general population outside of existing infrastructure would be expensive, in fact costs per sample were relatively low. This reflected scale economies. The large scale of the project justified a substantial investment in equipment (e.g., robotics); in efficient accrual (via high-throughput collection centers), and in efficient use of labor (short contracts at an appropriate level of expertise).

By comparison to UK Biobank, most biobanks have a less precise cost model and may even be unable to analyze specific costs retrospectively. However, there was evidence

| Table 3. Key Cost Drivers with Representative Examples for Samples Collection, Processing and Storage |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **Process**      | **Variables**    | **Examples of variables** |
|                  | **Project-specific** | **Facility-specific** | **Less expensive** | **More costly** |
| Collection       | Sample type      | Patient           | Saliva            | Solid tissue   |
|                  | Donor type       | Local clinic      | Patient           | Control        |
|                  | Location         | Morning           | Local clinic      | Home visit     |
|                  | Time of day      | Longitudinal      | Morning           | Night          |
|                  | Time-point       | Aliquot liquid    | Morning           | Night          |
| Processing       | Processing method| Not specified     | Aliquot liquid    | FFPE section   |
|                  | Final concentration| One              | Not specified     | Normalized     |
|                  | Number of aliquots| Microtube        | One               | Multiple       |
|                  | Size of aliquots | Robotics          | Microtube        | Block of tissue|
|                  |                   | Not specified     | Robotics          | Manual         |
|                  |                   | Quality           | Not specified     | Externally audited|
| Storage          | Storage conditions| Room temperature  | Room temperature  | Liquid nitrogen|
|                  | Ability to replenish and samples stability | DNA               | DNA               | Fresh tissue   |
|                  |                   | Emergency back-up | Emergency back-up | No spare capacity|
|                  |                   | Consumable costs  | Consumable costs  | Reserve facilities|
|                  |                   | Data entry        | Data entry        | List price     |
|                  |                   | Labelling         | Labelling         | Single         |
|                  |                   | Tracking          | Tracking          | Integral 2D barcode|
|                  |                   | Alarms and environmental monitoring | Alarms and environmental monitoring | Reserved facilities|
|                  |                   |                   |                   | Customized LIMS|
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that there is a shift towards trying to elucidate “real” costs in the future. This may be due to increased financial instability and the consequent need for accountability. In particular, Nottingham Health Sciences Biobank (NHSB) has invested significant resources in identifying its costs and developing a business plan. NHSB and other biobanks located in hospitals/university hospitals are likely to play increasingly important roles in translational and clinical research, as in the US.40 NHSB is actively planning to recoup the full cost of biobanking (including the institutional and infrastructure costs) primarily through the provision of samples to commercial users.

The extensive analysis undertaken by NHSB for the preparation of its business strategy has highlighted some of the key costs associated with biobanking. For example, NHSB has indicated that, when taking into account all of the costs associated with the preparation of a fresh frozen tissue, only about 12% of the total is directly associated with the collection, processing, and storage of a sample, a similar proportion is attributable to data collection, but almost half of the overall cost is attributable to overheads for the biobank, for pathology services, for administration, and for the hospital trust as a whole. The figures for NHSB may be representative of similar biobank models elsewhere. NHSB has employed some interesting processes to reduce costs and increase the efficiency of accrual and processing (e.g., it uses existing donors to seek consent from potential donors and it seeks generic consent to increase opportunities for future research).

NHSB also has committed funding to develop Information Communication Technologies (ICT) infrastructure (see below), highlighting the importance given to searchable samples with well managed data. All the case study interviews revealed that well-managed, full data contribute significantly to the research value of samples. Indeed, if R&D is based on inadequate data management, then fewer experimental conclusions will be robust and this will have significant cost implications in the medium–long term, including, possibly, poor commercial decisions. Of course, provision of poor quality samples and annotations creates reputational risk for the biobank and its owner.

Like NHSB, some cases were investing significantly in collating data (manually or automatically) into a comprehensive and searchable database, while others preferred a simpler system, possibly dependent on future manual access to clinical records or via a currently unspecified electronic mechanism. In all cases, it was clear that there were significant resource implications either in the short term (creation of a “system”) or in the long term (in retrieving the relevant information). Where a database already exists, perhaps for an associated study (e.g., with the Abcodia serum collection, or the AZ clinical trials data) or through retrieval from an electronic NHS database, there is an obvious cost saving to be made, assuming good quality and management of the information.

The construction of biobanks can incur large costs. This is exemplified by the high specification, purpose-built facilities established across two sites by UK Biobank at a cost of well over £10 m–£15 m. Although UK Biobank had particularly advanced systems for robotics, cold storage, security, and fire suppression, it nonetheless indicates the scale of potential costs. In contrast, other establishments may have incurred costs progressively (for example, in converted facilities) or over a longer period of time. These costs will be “hidden” within wider financial support, as was frequently seen in many of the cases studied here. Sometimes, even the purchase of associated equipment may be linked to previous budgets or institutional facilities (as seen in the small collection case). It is important to recognize that these “hidden” costs do not disappear just because they are not seen—even when they represent a reuse of otherwise underutilized facilities or resources.

Although creation of planned facilities represents a large investment, it has historically been paid for by public funders as part of research project support. This has led to facilities that are funded for a 3–5 year period but not thereafter, so that biobanks must search creatively for new funding streams to continue their operations and address depreciation. In the case of the CIGMR Biobank, this discontinuity caused an exacerbation of problems when a new financial model was unfamiliar and not supported by the institution’s finance system. Discontinuity of funding not only risks wasting the original investment, but also puts at risk the scientific value of the collections. It should be noted that donors are not usually advised of such risk. We also note that funding by disease area can result in duplicated or underutilized resources.

Running costs were diverse and highly variable, but salaries represent a very large outgoing for all biobanking models. The figures are difficult to untangle. Even UK Biobank, with its relatively transparent model, had highly variable salary expenditures depending on the stage of recruitment. Its collection teams were frequently recruited on fixed term contracts and worked in different geographical areas. By contrast, NHSB utilized staff that work in a flexible manner within a broader job remit. This increases efficiency, but relies on effective time management and underlying facility support that permits continuous effective use of staff when no samples need processing. The CIGMR Biobank also utilized a flexible staffing model with skills often deployed across both the biobanking and non-biobanking aspects of the overarching organization (CIGMR). For example, its quality management system encompassed administrative, managerial and some R&D processes. There was also role flexibility to handle peaks and troughs of sample throughput. Over half the running costs for CIGMR Biobank relate to salaries.

The second biggest expenditure was maintenance and depreciation. This probably reflects the specialized research area (genetic and other biomarkers) and the use of robotic liquid handling that is considered critical to consistent sample quality. To illustrate the diversity across our cases but the common dominance of salaries as a cost, we note that AZ has a core team on two main sites assigned to biobanking. The team’s annual salary costs are just under £1 m–£1.5 m, while the biobank’s calculated annual capital resource is ~£50 k–£75 k and the annual spending for consumables is less than £20 k–$30 k. This may reflect a high level of “hidden” financial support from within the company, together with factors such as individual research teams incurring separate collection costs when samples are obtained from external sources and factors arising from outsourcing of some services (e.g., DNA processing).

Aside from salaries and equipment maintenance (including IT/LIMS), other on-going annual costs associated with biobanking are relatively low. These costs include consumable
supplies, licensing, and administration (for example, to ensure regulatory compliance), energy, training, marketing, transport, and courier costs. However, these costs are also highly variable; for example, UK Biobank spent a significant sum on sample transport as it operated a model with a central storage facility and outlying satellite recruitment sites.

In addition to our cost analysis for individual biobanks, the UK Brain Bank Network was interrogated as a model for enhanced networking. This network was supported by the main grant funder in this area (Medical Research Council, MRC) to promote brain research. Recognizing the difficulties in collecting brains, the aim was to introduce a more coordinated strategy for collection and access. At the individual brain biobank level, cost savings and benefits are realized through, for example, the use of a centralized database to enable wider access to samples. This, in turn, provides an improved justification for future funding as network members can demonstrate increased outputs based on collaboration and less duplication. This coordination benefits the funders (public and charitable) by reducing overlapping funding requests. Furthermore, the network has also enabled the biobanks to have an enhanced “voice” that can make the case for funding of priority areas in resource development and in experimental work. Creation of centralized administrative and IT resources can clearly provide a cost saving for relatively small biobanks, each of which has limited resources.

The Small Collection demonstrates that enthusiastic individual researchers or clinicians targeting specific patient groups can collect samples with very little additional resource by using existing systems that provide access to patients (usually via the NHS). However, these individual researchers have few resources available to process, store, or distribute samples. If these capabilities were made accessible to them and, importantly, human resources policies and practices rewarded these activities, then samples from individual researchers and clinicians could be managed relatively cost effectively.

In summary, our data on costs indicated a diversity of models and enabled the identification of the main cost drivers. Carefully planned, large-scale collections can recruit in a relatively efficient manner. However, short-term funding risks under-utilization of resources and equipment. Similar scenarios exist across other grant and publicly funded resources, whereby a lack of guaranteed maintenance funding leads to insecurity and, ultimately, the potential failure of initially expensive resources. It is important to move away from the dominant short-term biobank funding model that links the biobank to the lifetime of the individual research project. Instead, a model is required that can ensure long-term utilization of a biobank’s resources. This implies long-term core funding of appropriately staffed facilities where standards and equipment are maintained and improved and where depreciation is allowed.

**Information Communication Technologies (ICT)**

Investment in ICT is appropriate for all biobanking processes, starting from the recruitment of subjects through to publication of research results, and biobanks seek to allocate funds to ICT (e.g., the NHSB: £1.2 m; CIGMR Biobank: £65 k per annum; UKBBN: 1 full time employee). Key investment priorities are sample tracking and an access portal for internal and external users. An emerging priority is the creation of links to clinical and experimental databases using common standards. These permit the full annotation of the samples, if there is appropriate standardization of ontologies. This standardization of, for example, disease coding and samples classification is ongoing and resource consuming. If standardization is delayed, then this becomes a critical bottleneck in biobanking.

Interoperability between biobanks is an increasingly important scientific issue. Indeed, international interoperability is desirable because of the global nature of R&D. UKBBN reported that it is building on existing European systems to enable sample sharing and to avoid the high costs associated with custom-designed ICT solutions. From a political perspective, there are clear signals that ICT development should build on existing complementary infrastructures (e.g., e-infrastructure and bioinformatics facilities). Opportunities exist to construct a biobanking infrastructure interfacing with a biomedical informatics infrastructure arising from the European bioinformatics DRIS called ELIXIR that is coordinated from Cambridge UK. The Department of Health’s investment in health data sets is also particularly relevant. Such interfaces would provide a national scientific advantage and also act as an incentive for research to be located in the UK.

**Financing**

In our case studies, biobanking was financed from a variety of sources, reflecting their location and function. However, with the exception of AZ biobank, they have predominantly been supported by mixed public funding. Our data is consistent with findings in a US survey, where 78% of biobanks were funded by the federal government, the larger host organization (presumably including universities and hospitals), individuals, federations, or the state government.

Public funding of research (including biobanking) is widely recognized by both politicians and economists as critical because:

- Knowledge (the output of research) shares properties of a public good. A public good is defined by two main properties: non-rivalrous consumption (the consumption by one individual does not stop another individual consuming it) and non-excludability (it is difficult to exclude an individual from consuming the good).
- The generation of knowledge stimulates the generation of new knowledge.
- The benefits of research are widespread, diffuse and unpredictable.
- Limited access to knowledge can significantly slow the pace of innovation.
- Research can also be a long way from market (the commercialization process from invention to a new product entering the market takes on average 15 years). This then acts as a disincentive for firms to invest extensively in R&D unless it is clearly product-related, except to maintain capabilities in the field.

Additionally, economists recognize that public subsidies are justified in situations of market failure (i.e., when the market is not allocating resources efficiently). Market failure is expressed in biobanking (globally) as a lack of
coordination between biobanks and poor visibility of samples, combining to impede access to sufficient numbers of high quality samples necessary to underpin Research Development and Innovation (RDI). Biobanking today is inefficient and is negatively impacting the delivery of stratified medicine and resulting in a loss of societal and economic benefits. Combined with evidence that public spending on RDI stimulates the private sector to invest, there is a strong rationale for collective action that has the aim of promoting knowledge generation and sharing.

This rationale has been expressed in widely accepted form by Stiglitz: "The central public policy implication of public goods is that the state must play some role in the provision of such goods; otherwise they will be undersupplied. If firms cannot appropriate the returns to producing knowledge, then they will have limited incentive to produce it: in deciding how much to invest, they will look only at the return that they acquire, not the benefits that accrue to others."

It is highly unlikely that a national biobanking solution can be financed entirely by commercial funds. Even if individual firms were required only to make a contribution, it would be difficult to design and coordinate comprehensive and fair contributions across all potential industrial beneficiaries sustainably. The difficulty arises from issues such as free-riding, the exclusion of organizations (including small and medium enterprises), and excessive transaction and management costs. These are issues that are likely, first, to impact on the perception of equity which is fundamental to the sharing of samples, and, second, to impact on the ability of researchers to access those samples. This could have a negative impact on innovation.

However, industrial users of a national biobanking solution could make a fair contribution to any centrally funded scheme. Currently there is no national financial oversight or guidance associated with the provision of samples to industry, and supply tends to be negotiated on an ad hoc basis or governed by the philosophy of each individual biobank. Although there was a general consensus among the publicly funded biobanking community that samples should not be "sold for profit," a number of biobanks adopted a tiered fee structure, generally led by the ability and willingness to pay rather than reflecting true costs (the price is not set by the market).

Tiered fee structures are generally presented as "access fees" (i.e., the fee is paid for access and happens to be charged at the point of exchange). The structures are employed to enable a degree of cost recovery and to subsidize academic users. There were no examples in the cases of membership fees, though this may be an option for a national solution. Other possible options include companies contributing to the funding pot and fees for service in the context of public-private research partnerships.

Construction of each of the biobanks in the cases involved some form of "strategic" investment, unless, as for example in the Small Collection, the biobank evolved from smaller scale collections into larger or more formalized facilities (this has frequently been driven by regulatory requirements). All the biobanks we studied have been dependent, as elsewhere, on either core or project funding and, in the case of corporate biobanks, are usually financed by the global budget of the institution. For example, the NHSB invested in the development of a business plan aiming to recover costs of running the biobank (this included the hospital trust’s overheads, but not the access committee or a return on the initial investment from the hospital’s R&D budget). The business plan projected that the biobank could cover its own costs by March 2014, including pathology and overheads by March 2015, and the Trust’s overheads by March 2016. These projections involved a significant shift in financing streams and activities including the assumption that non-grant income would double each year. Over £3 m of R&D funding is ring-fenced for the NHSB until March 2015.

Sustainability may only be achievable through a form of open data mandate where principal investigators collecting samples for their research are obliged by project funders to use a recognized biobank for samples and data management and where the funders pay the biobank directly for that management. This resolves a conflict of interest between the PI and the biobank (the PI is conflicted between winning support to address a research question and winning support for research infrastructure) and allows for maintenance, depreciation and endogenous development of the infrastructure.

Related to this, a critical juncture in the life of a biobank is the transition from funding for construction to funding for maintenance and development of collections (including the related tools, technologies, and techniques). The case studies showed that the maintenance of a biobank within a public institution was often largely dependent on research project income, where a proportion of income from projects was allocated to biobanking. This way of maintaining a biobank has its problems. While there may be some support for the implementation of processes new to the biobank, this support is irregular and may be intermittent.

Many biobanks were in receipt of funding from multiple sources, thus increasing the administrative burden of running the biobank, and resulting in the widespread cross-subsidizing of biobank activities. Some of this cross-subsidizing is transparent, but much of it is not. This, then, creates a variety of problems including a lack of information about real costs; distortion of the market; low morale among biobank staff; raised staff turnover; and job insecurity, particularly in the university sector. Innovation in biobanking methods is also affected negatively, owing to less "slack" in the system for laboratory and management methods research or innovation.

Any discussion about financing arrangements cannot ignore the current political or economic environment. Support for research capital in the UK has experienced significant fluctuations in the past 5 years. Economic austerity following the financial crisis led to 53% capital cuts in 2010/11, but since then a series of initiatives has raised investment in infrastructure culminating in a government commitment in December 2014 to increase capital investment in real terms to £1.1 bn–$1.6 bn in 2015–2016 and then to grow this in line with inflation each year to 2020–2021. Following an open consultation, a Capital Roadmap indicates priorities for investment including investment in biobanking via partnership funding for charities investing in collections of biological material and linked data for research purposes.

The Research Councils UK (RCUK) Strategic Framework for Capital Investment informs the “identification, prioritization, and timely realization of key capital investments” and is organized around seven “major research challenges and opportunities where the UK either has an international
lead in research, or is poised to take this position.” A national biobanking solution supports research in three out of seven of these key areas: Health, disease and aging; population change and diversity; and synthetic biology. A strong argument may therefore be made for public funding in this area. However, in the context of government that favors reducing its role,53 the creation of a coordinated biobanking network may be dependent in part on resource commitment by industry and charities.

A coordinated approach across the public and private sectors will be critical to ensuring a successful design that meets the needs of stakeholders, as well as incorporating funding from a variety of sources in an equitable way. However, our research suggests that investments should be strategic and long-term in order to sustain a coordinated national biobanking solution.

Access fees

Access fees provided an additional source of finance for some of the cases, although this was highly variable. NHSB reported that an extensively annotated sample may be worth twice one that has limited data. Although price variation can be expected according to the type of samples requested, the accompanying data and any extra service provision, these factors do not fully explain the variation. Some additional reasons have been identified.

However, while many biobanks reported flexible financial arrangements, details about calculation methods were not usually provided. Some biobanks used flat rates (usually for data, sometimes for samples). None could provide an average unit price for a sample. Stipulations made by the funder are also an influence on a biobank’s pricing model.

The common use of tiered fee structures, based on the type of researcher, rather than the type of samples, complicates matters further. For example, NHSB charged local researchers the “direct cost plus Pathology overheads” (reflecting rates achievable from funding grants, because main funding bodies cover direct costs only, i.e., 33%–55% of full cost recovery). Some local researchers were given access to samples “free of charge” for pilot work relating to research proposals. In a tiered fee model aiming to recover full costs, industrial partners may be required to pay above cost in order to supplement local and academic research. However, there are no examples among the cases, or found in the literature,54 where full cost recovery is achievable.

A two-tiered fee policy, where industry users are charged commercial rates, is applied to asset collaboration.55 However, one interviewee from a case study where fees are tiered reported feeling that industry users may be given priority of access, suggesting that tiered fees can cause tension for industry users and for public organization users.

There are significant differences in how price is calculated. Some biobanks calculate the price to cover supply costs (not including samples, accrual, storage, or infrastructure), some calculate price to cover direct costs only and some calculate to cover both direct and indirect costs (though on closer examination, even those aiming to recover only direct costs have different criteria). Interviewees reported that price often reflects the users’ ability or willingness to pay, just as much as costs. Often this means that price levels are not set by the market and are below cost. Profit generation may be possible in exceptional circumstances, but there is limited evidence for this in the cases we examined. Indeed, even commercial biobanks may operate at low margins and hence are vulnerable. This is consistent with market failure theories and thus supports the case for subsidy of biobanking with public and private funds to ensure its economic and health benefits.

Access

All of the biobank cases provided some visibility for and access to samples under conditions which, to some degree, were restrictive. This is termed “controlled access.” Restrictions arise from ethical, regulatory, legal, or cultural considerations. Some arise from the business model. The dominant and most consistent restriction was the use of a committee to prioritize access and to seek to ensure the best possible use of samples. Ensuring that samples are used in scientifically and/or commercially valuable research contributes to the innovation potential of samples and the overall benefit they deliver.

Once access committees are accounted for, some biobanks exhibit variable degrees of openness of access. For example, AZ biobank was more “closed” than open; while Abcodia was more open than closed (assuming users are able to overcome the barrier of cost). The cases owned by universities, hospitals and charities can be characterized as more open. Overall, the level of access tends to reflect the owner (or host), the function of the biobank and funding streams. We found that publicly funded biobanks were more likely to support wider/external access, although internal or collaborating researchers tended to be prioritized. The corporate AZ biobank was only accessible to internal researchers and contracting organizations, although AZ supported the proposition of a national biobanking solution. The commercial biobank could participate in a cross-access arrangement given the ability to charge an access/service price inclusive of profit. A national biobanking solution would not preclude a role for intermediaries that source samples to order.

In all of the case studies, access to samples was conditional upon mutual benefits (either some form of research collaboration and/or a financial transaction). This finding is very similar to a study on asset collaboration.54 It is clear that whatever access mechanisms are used, they should be widely perceived as equitable and they should be inclusive rather than exclusive. The importance of perceived equity is also important in relation to the distribution of benefits arising from the use of samples. Conflicting opinions were expressed by interviewees on the ownership of outputs (including new knowledge, publications, and products). Some interviewees argued that samples are critical to the production of new knowledge and biobank scientists should be included as authors on resulting publications. Others sought no authorial recognition. None expressed the opinion that intellectual property (IP) rights should be granted to the biobank.

A variety of arrangements were seen across the cases. For example, UK Biobank and UKBBN did not conduct research, so benefits to the biobank arose wholly from the enrichment of sample annotations. Both organizations perceived their value to lie in supporting research undertaken by others. NHSB asks its users to contribute to the enrichment of samples and requires published or patented data to be shared with the biobank as raw phenotypic data that can be associated with a sample. NHSB requires
A National Biobanking DRIS: Considerations

The existing fragmentation of biobanks and the resulting lack of transparency incur high search costs for users, duplication of funding, underutilization of existing samples, and limited opportunities for strategic planning (e.g., prioritizing accrual of specific tissue types or disease areas; conducting multi-partner research projects). Fragmentation also undermines confidence in consistency of samples and impedes the sharing of best practices, including quality standards. Gaps in the financing of the maintenance of collections and data associated with samples can result in the loss of valuable resources and unnecessary duplication, for example, of equipment, aspects of management and even of sample types within specific disease areas. Financial gaps also reduce cost transparency as biobanks create opportunities for cross-subsidies. This then suggests a need for a national biobanking solution.

Such a solution might be either a single central national biobank or a national biobanking DRIS. A single facility is neither desirable (from an access, cost, or innovation perspective) nor viable (operationalizing it would be extremely difficult if not impossible). The most efficient and effective way of developing a sustainable national biobanking DRIS that permits all biobanks to participate is through coordinating existing and emerging biobanks and biobank networks.

Benefits associated with a national biobanking DRIS can be understood in general terms as “network effects.” These effects include increased transparency, information sharing, efficiency, consistency, and quality, as well as reduced duplication and transaction costs. Critical mass (i.e., the number of biobanks in the network) is required to realize the benefits associated with networking, as is standardization that enables interoperability.

There are also potential general socio-economic benefits. They include the creation of: new scientific knowledge; new science, technology and innovation opportunities; new technologies and instruments; spin-off firms and new industries; and jobs. Other benefits include: supporting existing industry; contributing to training and development; attracting research funds; attracting industry funding; improving management capacity; boosting local expenditure, and raising tax income.

A strategic approach to a national biobanking DRIS requires 1. coordination among policy makers and the main research funders (with a public funder taking the lead), 2. a reconfiguration at the organizational level in the longer term, for example, designating biobanking as a research activity in research funders’ agendas, and 3. coordination at an operational level in respect of standards and governance.

It is clear that the opportunity costs of not taking a strategic approach to biobanking are high, and could include the decline in the global position of a nation in biomedical research and a loss of its attractiveness to industries that commercialize this knowledge and deliver it to citizens.

Although the impact of individual biobanks on research has been well documented, it is difficult to isolate the effects of a national biobanking DRIS before it has actually been created.18,19,47 Measuring returns (e.g., benefits) is difficult as they are wide-ranging, often indirect and unpredictable and they take time to be realized. However, we can identify the nature of these returns:

- Increased visibility and access to samples. Access to large numbers of quality samples and associated data would help to ensure adequate statistical power in research studies (and performance assessment). This has the potential to speed the development of stratified medicine, accelerate the research cycle and strengthen meta-analysis. Access via a single web portal would enable better planning of future sample acquisition.
- Increased value of samples through the adoption of standards that ensure consistency and improve quality. A DRIS should also increase the value of existing samples by their enrichment with more data and with new data.
- Reduced costs to the user (e.g., search costs across multiple biobanks), to the biobank (e.g., reducing speculative approaches and marketing costs), and to funders (e.g., maximizing the potential of existing collections).
- As new data become associated with remaining portions of samples, coordination can then also support the creation of wider ("spill over") benefits, including access to knowledge, that extend beyond a single organization. New knowledge is then diffused quickly and innovation is supported for a variety of organizations.58–60 This is one mechanism through which RIS plays an increasingly important role in knowledge creation and innovation and has a positive effect on economic and social welfare.61–63
- Coordination will enhance cost transparency and confer cost-effectiveness through “network efficiencies” (e.g., individual biobanks delegate some aspects of policy and its implementation to the coordinating body).

We can also identify significant challenges involved in constructing a national biobanking DRIS:

- For an RIS to operate most effectively, many biobanks or project-based networks need to participate. This can be achieved over time by encouraging participation and highlighting the benefits.
- The benefits of participating should, of course, be greater than the costs. Encouraging participation requires careful consideration of issues including trust (e.g., trust that samples will be used in the best possible way); competition in science; competition across organizational types; intellectual property rights (except in pre-competitive collaborations).
- Academics are often penalized for undertaking managerial and administrative tasks such as those required for
RIS development. Such tasks are considered to interrupt research and reduce outputs. The academic system is structured to reward individual research effort (e.g., the Higher Education Funding Council for England, rewards individual over team outputs). Although reward systems in industry are orientated toward organizational/project goals, similar issues exist there too. Hence, guidelines on study co-design, publication practices, and intellectual property rights need to be clearly defined from the start for a biobanking DRIS.

- Recent research on asset collaboration\textsuperscript{54} found that sharing of facilities was contingent on reciprocity and perceptions of equity. Sharing was most likely to occur for “neutral assets” (equipment acquired for collective use). Anecdotal evidence in the biobank and research community suggests that there can be reluctance among individual collectors to share samples. However, a biobanking DRIS constructed as a shared facility with neutral assets would help to overcome some of these issues.

- Researchers wishing to participate in a national biobanking DRIS face new or increased costs and there are likely to be intra-institutional barriers to meeting those costs. These costs include: dedicated staff to interface with upstream and downstream users; management of information systems and their interfaces (including systems concerned with samples history); ensuring appropriate training of biobank personnel; ensuring compliance with current consent and access governance policy; developing, implementing, and assuring consensus standards with other biobanks. The intra-institutional barriers can be avoided via an overarching funding strategy entailing a form of coordinated (or aligned) continual funding. It is important that the construction of a DRIS maintains the diversity and independence of biobanks while enabling coordination across biobanks.

**Recommendations**

The work described here started with the aim of developing a “cost model” for a national solution to the lack of sufficient numbers of high quality samples for the development and adoption of stratified medicine. The case studies identified the main cost drivers in biobanking; the existing financial arrangements that are contributing to the current situation of market and system failure; and opportunities to overcome these failures. An overview of problems experienced in the US due to fragmented and uncoordinated biobanking has been published.\textsuperscript{8}

It is clear that there are significant benefits associated with promoting national coordination between biobanks and we have outlined a strong rationale for public funding of core activities, potentially with additional financing through membership fees and/or marginal access fees. This was first proposed\textsuperscript{10} 2 decades ago by the OECD: “governments must be encouraged to provide a baseline of long-term, core funding” to all types of biobank. This requirement has again been emphasized in 2010 with respect to RIS across biology programs in the US.\textsuperscript{35}

**Financial Arrangements**

Identifying an optimum way of financing a national biobanking DRIS is informed by, first, the viability of revenue models and, second, the viability (and desirability) of different operating models. Transaction costs have an impact here. They comprise all the costs (other than the price) that are incurred during economic transactions such as search costs or information processing. Managing a diverse range of biobanks and financial streams takes time, management, and accounting skills—activities with associated costs that need to be factored in. Also, sustainability is critical and, hence, unpredictable revenue streams make long-term planning, expansion, and improvement of infrastructure a challenge.

A critical requirement for biobanks is that they should have the capacity to preserve content and services for an extended period so as to increase their value to the user community over time. However, biobanks require not only longevity but, because they are dynamic infrastructures evolving over time, there are also costs associated with renewing and maintaining the data associated with samples and with developing and improving biobanking laboratory and management methods. Biobanks and biobanking are often funded from discrete investigator-led projects in the UK. Funds therefore tend to be time restricted, and this has profound implications for longevity and innovation. Furthermore, in the US, it has been noted that funders supporting research in biology prefer to support what they consider novel\textsuperscript{35} and biobanking does not directly satisfy this requirement. Financial discontinuities inhibit biobank longevity, innovation, and strategic oversight.

There are benefits associated with biobanking being located within a policy framework specifying a broad strategy for addressing disease or for addressing an unmet public need. However, there are also benefits of biobanking being project-oriented and thus developing from the “bottom up.” A scheme for this has been proposed by STRATUM in its Exploitation Plan.\textsuperscript{65}

Coordination requires dedicated resources, including funding for strategic management duties (e.g., “buying” the time of representatives from stakeholder organizations); a permanent operational staff (e.g., director; IT manager); coordinators for quality systems; network development; training; ethics, legal and societal issues; a coordination center (with appropriate facilities and IT equipment); and necessary activities (e.g., travel and subsistence, communication). Coordination should be financed centrally by public funds, possibly a research council in the first instance but with a view to transition to the NHS as biobanking becomes recognized as essential to improving health. Potentially, this funding could be supplemented with industrial sponsorship through a mechanism such as a tiered RIS membership fee or contributions to the central funding stream. The details of such a structure would have to be carefully considered so as not to discriminate against potential users, particularly SMEs with fewer capital resources.

Simultaneously, the financial arrangements for existing individual biobanks should be reconfigured. Beyond the initial construction stage (the most expensive stage where, paradoxically, most funding has tended to be available) biobanks struggle to finance their operations.\textsuperscript{53} Based on our findings, we recommend:

- Acquisition of samples. Acquisition can be organized in different ways, however, it is frequently project-oriented. The financing of both sample accrual and storage (for defined periods) should be included as costs in project
proposals. The category of such costs (consumables, estates, or service support) is a matter that requires attention.

- **Facilities.** This refers to equipment, its management, maintenance, depreciation and replacement, rent, and utilities. Facilities require ongoing funding that can be separated from project-specific funds. Many biobanks are supported by institutional funds to some degree. This arrangement could be extended so that central public funds are distributed to host institutions in the public sector through the research councils and other routes (including the NHS) and then allocated to the facility.

- **Access/distribution of samples.** There are marginal costs associated with distribution and these costs could be paid directly by the (secondary) user from 1. project funding for publicly-financed R&D, 2. project funding for private R&D partnerships 3. via an access fee for privately-financed R&D. These access fees could be tiered so that industrial users subsidize academic/not-for-profit users.

- **“Controlled access”** with open access features supports the “best possible use” of samples and associated data. The majority of biobanks in the case studies manage access through a committee or other mechanism designed to assess the scientific merit of project proposals. This arrangement reflects best practice and can support knowledge sharing while conserving valuable finite material. Open-access (with usual anonymity practices) for associated data (and software) has the most beneficial impact on knowledge creation and innovation, and should be pursued. In order for the DRIS to operate as a dynamic and sustainable resource (i.e., increase in value over time), it is highly desirable that samples be continually enriched with high quality annotations (both clinical and experimental). This data enrichment requires, for example, that users submit new knowledge created from the use of samples (after publication) to the biobank or associated data controller. It also requires that the biobank be able to link the samples to external data sources such as the donor health record (or a version of it). The biobank or data controller should perform the data enrichment process for data types that follow national standards. This will increase compliance by reducing the time and effort costs to the users, as well as maintaining formal/ontological consistency and quality. Data enrichment could be mandated by funders.

The scientific value of samples is optimized when samples and data are consistent across the network and when policies are aligned. The emergence of a national biobanking DRIS should build on previous work (e.g., the Human Tissue Authority codes of practice\(^6\)) and enrollment in the DRIS should be dependent on the adoption of a core set of policies and standards.\(^16\) Individual biobanks will benefit directly through the diffusion of best practice, and access to standardized policies that meet (or exceed) regulatory requirements. This will benefit users by increasing the quality and consistency of samples. The implementation of a national biobank accreditation system would support standardization and reassure the wide range of stakeholders in biobanking. This has cost implications (license fees and inspections).

This report has examined the “as is” situation for a variety of biobank types. Recommendations to overcome the current situation of market and system failure are based on primary and secondary data. However, as data on the costs and benefits of biobanking are limited, and the analysis based on small number of cases, this research has been exploratory and the findings will benefit from validation and extension internationally. Biobanks reporting recently on their finances\(^67–74\) provide a starting point for such work.
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